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Unpack shower door and ensure there is no transport or handling damage to the product.
(Contact the supplier immediately if there is any damage)

Make sure there is substantial timber framing in the wall behind the Gib board, in the correct place to take the 
shower door fixing points. If there is not adequate timber framing you will need to find an alternative way of 
attaching the shower door to the wall, using wall plugs

Read Instructions!
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aRmottoBrofredaeHatsujdA711liaRmottoB92eliforPllaW1 il (L/R) 2

811spacrevoCpoT012eliforPrevoC2 Wall Plug 8

8swercS53x4M916spacrevoCpoT112lenaPssalGdexiF3

4 Water-proof seals stripes 026)ssalGgnixiFrof(spilC212 M4 x 35 Screws 8

122)seliforPgnixiFroF(spilC312lenaProoDssalG5 M4 x 30 Screws 6

224sepirtSlaeSgnizalG411teksaGgnilaeScitengaM6 Glass Clips (For Fasten Glass) 4

7 Top Rail 2sleehWgnidilS511

2ediuGmottoB611eldnaH8



A) Have a qualified Plumber install the shower tray, and make sure it is level.
 
B) Fit the wall lining you intend to use.
 

Place Clips into the bottom rail.

Insert Header of Top Curved Rail into Wall Profile

C) Assemble Frame on floor beside tray.



A) Lift frame into position onto the tray, and  
using a spirit level, to make sure the profiles 
are plumb with the wall. Bottom of profiles 
should be approx 5mm in from the outside 
edge of the tray.

B) When everything is plumb, drill the screw 
holes in the liner, through the slotted holes in 
the wall profiles.

C) Remove frame and run a small bead of 
silicon down the face of the profile that goes 
against the wall, then secure to the wall with 
screws provided.

D) Ensure gaskets are fitted to the top and 
bottom rail to take the glass side panel.

E) Assemble the three clips inside the wall profile (as shown in picture 1). Space the clips out so you have one in the 
middle, and the top and bottom ones, between 20 and 30mm above and below the top and bottom rails. Ensure that the 
ends of the clips slot into the profile's folded edges, before you tighten the screw to hold the clip in place.

NB These clips at the top and bottom help lock the ends of the rail’s curved profile to the inside curved shape at 
the top and bottom of the wall profiles, so before you tighten the clip in place make sure the join will come 
together without interference (refer to picture 2).

F) Install the fixed  glass panel, sloting the edge of the glass panel nearest to the wall, into the clips you have just fitted into 
the wall profile.

When everything is in place, slide the retaining brackets along the top and bottom rails and position them to retain the outer 
edge of the glass panel top and bottom (refer to picture 3).

Insert the small square 
clear plastic gaskets 
between the bracket 
and the glass, so when 
you tighten the bracket 
with the allen key that is 
provided the gaskets 
stops the allen screw 
from breaking the glass.
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A) First install wheel assembly into the top 
rail. Then attach the glass door to the 
wheel assembly, using your foot to support 
the bottom of the door.
 
Handles can be installed at this stage.

B) You will see at the ends of both the rails a plastic fitting. This is used to 
adjust the frame in or out from the wall to compensate for any out of 
alignment (plumb) you may have in your wall.
 

Engage the plastic Philips head next to the stainless screw to adjust in towards the wall or out, away 
from the wall. Standing out side the shower looking in, the left hand top adjustment screw needs to be 
turned clockwise to move frame away from wall and anti clockwise to move frame towards the wall. The 
bottom adjustment is clockwise to move frame towards wall and anti clockwise to move frame away from 
wall. The top right hand adjustment is clockwise to move frame towards wall and anti clockwise to move 
frame away from wall Bottom right hand is clockwise for away from wall and anti clock wise for 
towards the wall. When the adjustment is done, make sure the glass fixed panels are positioned 
correctly in the top and bottom rails with gaskets.

Stainless Screw

Stainless Screw
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